Tailored Set Up Solution Terms
Annex to the EE Mobile Schedule
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A note on 'you'

'You' and 'your' mean the Customer.

Words defined in the General Terms

Words that are capitalised but have not been defined in these Solution Terms have the meanings given to them in the General Terms, EE Mobile Schedule, Orders and EE Price Guide.

Part A – This Solution

1  The Tailored Set Up Solution
   Your eligibility for this Solution is set out in the EE Price Guide.

2  Charges
   You will pay EE a one off Usage Charge when this Solution is provided.

3  Your Obligations
   You will (and will ensure that your Users will) meet your obligations set out in the Tailored Set-Up Solution Description.

4  The End of the Solution
   The Minimum Term that applies to this Solution is the period of time it takes to complete all the appropriate features of this Solution.

5  Data Protection
   5.1 You are a Data Controller for any Personal Data which is processed by the data collection feature of this Solution.
   5.2 You authorise BT and its third party supplier(s) to process such Personal Data in order to meet BT's obligations arising under the Contract.